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As previously reported to the Comuission, certain snall pie: 

lead metal fragments uncovered in connection with this matter were NPE 

analyzed spectrographically to determine whether they could be 

associnted with one or more of the larger bullet fragments ‘and no 

      

   

   
      

   

  significant differences were found within the sensitivity of the = ‘ 

spectrographic method. Because of the higher sensitivity of «ty 

neutron activatioa analysis certain of the sm2ll lead fragments 

were subjected to neutron activation analyses and comparisons with ¢y, 

the larger bullet fragments. While minor variations in composition % 

were round by this method, these were not considered sufficient to 

| permit positively differentiating among the larger bullet fragment9_. 

land thus positively determining from which of the larger bullet ... 0%. f%) 

[fragments any given small lead fragment may have come. shh ~ 

enerally spezking, the small lead metal particles fell .. 

into two catezorics. In one category fell the small lead fragment 

from the azn of Governor Coanally and the lead from the almost 5 

intact bullet recovered from the stretcher. In the other category [- 

fell the lead particles from the head of President Kennedy, the =) 

lead fragments from the rear.floor of the car and the lead from ‘2. 

ithe mutilated bullet fragnent from the front seat cushion. While 6 

there is a probability that the fraement from the Governor's arm |& 

came from the whole bullet rather then from the mutilated bullet * 

and that the fragments from the Presigent's head and from the fioor 

of: the car could have cone from the mutilated bullet fragment from 

tthe front seat cushion, it remains a probability and does not permit . 

{a positive finding or statement that any given small fragaent did 

in fact come from one of the bullets to the exclusion of the others. 
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Accézdingis, the propusad ; letter to the Céuntasion reports “ene fo 
that the findings do not permit a positive determination as - + *! > 

_ to the ‘particular origin of any of the small lead metal — *s 5 
fragments. A tabulation of the results of the analyses: *.*. 
is attached hereto. A letter is attached for forwarding 1 to. the... 
President's Commission, 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

That the attached Letter be forwarded to the 
- President' S Comnission. | 

  
  

 


